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Abstract 
Jongejan, J.H., Correctness of transformations on register transfers, Science of Computer Program- 
ming 19 (1992) 153-169. 
Common subexpression elimination (CSE) is a well-known method for code optimization in 
compilers. A key issue is the correctness of the program transformations performed. There are 
different versions of CSE but, to our knowledge, correctness proofs have not yet been published. 
The present paper contains a derivation of a version of CSE accompanied by a correctness proof 
based on the denotational semantics of the generated code. 
Introduction 
In the context of a larger project on code-generator generation, we implemented 
several transformations (optimizations) on generated code sequences. In this project 
the front-end of the compiler is machine-independent, and generates stack-oriented 
intermediate code. The back-end of the compiler starts with transforming this code 
into register transfer notation. Thereafter, the method of [S] is used, i.e. several 
optimizing transformations are applied to improve the naive code. This is done in 
a machine-independent way by using an instruction recognizer, generated from a 
syntactical description of the target machine (see [ 133). In general one can distinguish 
between g!obai and locui optimizations. In the project only local strategies were 
implemented. 
In this paper we derive one of the transformations used in the abovementioned 
project, proving its correctness by means of denotational semantics. 
In Section 1 we point out the relevance of the work and discuss related work. In 
the next section we present the register transfer notation used, its syntax and 
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semantics. Section 3 introduces transformations on sequences of register transfers. 
A first attempt to derive an algorithm is presented in Section 4. Section 5 shows a 
more realistic approach, using some additional information. 
1. Motivation and related work 
Computing science has been concerned with program correctness for a long time. 
Proving program correctness on source level is useless if the compiler that converts 
it to target machine instructions is incorrect. Therefore our ultimate goal is to prove 
the correctness of a compiler. This can only be achieved by using formal methods 
in the construction of the compiler. 
It is now commonly accepted that formal methods are to be used in compiler 
writing to obtain scanners and parsers. The theory of attribute (or affix) grammars 
is used in semantic processing. Our main goal is to show that formal methods are 
applicable in code generators too, especially in the area of optimization of generated 
code. 
There has been a lot of related work in the recent past on this subject. Stepwise 
refinement in the sense of Wirth and Dijkstra is one attempt in this direction. A 
more general approach is taken by Bauer et al. [2] in the CIP project. There, a wide 
spectrum language is used, from the highest level of specification to the level of 
data and program addresses. (See also [3].) They present general program “transi- 
tions” on data structures and operations. In stepwise refinement the iteration or 
recursion form is fixed at some moment, whereas in CIP changes are possible in 
subsequent steps. The program transformations are proven correct on an abstract 
level. Application of a transformation is handled by an automated system that does 
the bookkeeping work and thereby guarantees the equivalence of the programs 
before and after transformation. However, they admit that program transformations 
used in this way tend to be rather “bulky”. 
Correctness of code generators is studied in [8]. An algebraic style of code- 
generation specification is used. This method needs automatic verification tools to 
prove transformations from the intermediate language to the target machine 
language, specifically a Knuth-Bendix-type theorem prover. The main problem in 
this approach is to get proofs, that is, to give the right hints to the theorem prover. 
Of course, the problem also is, how much faith we have in the correct working of 
the theorem prover. 
Yet another approach is taken by Jones et al. (see e.g. [ll] and [9]). They use a 
denotational semantics of a programming language. This semantics is partially 
evaluated into lambda calculus code. Presenting source code to this code results in 
compilation. By self-applying the system they even get a compiler generator. The 
process of transforming the denotational semantics into lambda calculus is proved 
correct using a proof by induction. Thereby, it is guaranteed that the compiler or 
compiler generator produced is correct as well. Using this method for a nontrivial 
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programming language, however, demands “some” additional engineering work [9, 
p. 1481. 
The transformation called common subexpression elimination (CSE) is one of 
the oldest known o~timizations in compilers. The original algorithm is described 
by Cocke and Schwarz [4]. It uses a hashtable with so-called value numbers for 
each (sub)expression, together with the value numbers of its operands. Each 
expression is converted into its “initial” form, i.e. every occurring variable is replaced 
by the initializing expression in its first assignment. However, no proof is given for 
the method. 
Another method is that of [IO]. It uses dependency numbers; each expression is 
converted into its “current” form, i.e. each variable uses the expression from the 
last assignment o it. Again, no proof is given. The method of [lo] is essentially 
different from [4], a fact which seems to be unnoticed by many authors (see e.g. [7]). 
In textbooks on compiler construction, CSE is presented in different “flavours”. 
For instance, [IS] presents a method, where abstract syntax trees are transformed 
into dag-representations, using so-called sequence and index numbers. Six sub- 
routines are used, with only rather shallow specifications. No proof is given. Fisher 
and LeBlanc [6] refer to 143 and only give an example of the method, thereby 
suggesting a possible implementation. 
We will derive a version of CSE from its specification, hence proving it correct. 
It seems that in this form such a proof has not been published before. 
2. Register transfers 
We start with a description of the notation used for the code, on which the CSE 
transformation is pe~ormed. It is called register transfers after Davidson and Fraser 
[ 51. Register transfers (RTs) are in essence simple assignments, as encountered in 
code, generated for some register machine. The assignments assign to registers or 
memory locations. In the first subsection we present the syntactical form of RTs. 
After that we formulate the semantics, using the technique of denotational semantics. 
2.1. Syntax 
First we present a syntactical description of RTs, using BNF rules. 
(rts) ::= l(rts>(rt), 
(rt) : := (Zeal) + (ruul), 
(rvfzl) ::= (cst)/(lval)~((rual)O(rvaZ)), 
(at) : := intd~notation. 
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Note. 0 is a string denoting some element of the familiar arithmetical operators, 
like “+“, “-“, or “x”. intdenotation stands for the string denotations for integer 
values, and should not be confused with the “corresponding” integer value itself! 
R indicates the use of a register, M the use of a memory location. The “c” symbol 
can be pronounced as “becomes”. 
In order to describe the semantics of RTs we need an underlying machine model 
first. Readers familiar with denotational semantics may want to skip the next sections. 
We elaborate on this only to keep the text self-contained. 
2.2. A machine model 
In order to model any target machine architecture we use an enumerable set of 
registers and an enumerable set of memory locations. With these we can describe 
the state of the machine at any moment, by specifying the collective contents of 
registers and memory. The formal semantics is defined as follows: 
l Let 2 be the set of integers. 
0 Let p : Z --f 2 be a mapping from register numbers to register contents (integer 
values). 
@ Let p : Z + 2 be a mapping from memory locations to memory contents (integer 
values also). 
o The state of the target machine is completely determined by the pair (p, P). 
l The semantics of RTs will be specified by expressing the resulting machine 
state in terms of the previous state (p, p) of the machine. Every semantic 
function is therefore parameterized by (p, p). 
o Let A denote the set of strings derivable from the syntactic category (rval). We 
let variables a, a*, and a, range over A. 
l Let T be the domain of pairs (p, p), that is T = (2 + 2) X (Z + 2). 
2.3. Sema~fics 
We use the method of denotational semantics (see e.g. [14]) to specify the 
semantics of RTs (the reason for not using, for instance, axiomatic semantics is the 
problem of aliasing). We first need a denotational semantics for elements of A. 
2.3.1. De~otationaf semantics for (rval) 
The evaluation mapping 8 : A + T + Z is defined recursively by 
%.c.(p, /A) = v.c, 
E.(Rc).(p, fi) = Pi v.c), 
~.(6@aJ.(p, P)= ~.uII.(P, P)O %..a, .(P, /;c>, 
where V.c stands for the integer value denoted by the string c, and 0 stands for the 
arithmetical operator corresponding to the denotation 8. 
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Note. We use the “.” to specify function application. It binds to the left, so that 
%‘.a.(~, p) = (Ea).(p, p). Accordingly “+” binds to the right. 
The next step is to define the semantics of an RT. 
2.3.2. Denotational semantics for an RT 
Let R denote the set of strings derivable from the syntactic category (rt). Define 
the mapping 91 : R + T+ T as follows: 
%.(Rc + a)&, pu) = ((P; v.c: g.d~, PU>L /J), 
~.(M%+a,).(P, p)=b, t/J; g.a”.(P, PCL): ~.Q,.(P, P))>. 
Here we use the notation (f; x:y) to indicate substitution: 
if z=x, 
otherwise. 
2.3.3. Denotational semantics for a sequence of RTs 
At last we are in a position to specify the denotational semantics for a sequence 
of RTs. Let R” denote the set of strings derivable from (rts). Define the mapping 
9: R*+ T+ T as follows: 
=U.(P, pu) = (P, /JL), 
=%Lr).(p, PL) = ~.r.(~L.(p, p)), 
where r E R and L E R”. 
3. Transformations on RTs 
We are interested in transformations on sequences of machine instructions, which 
are usually included in code generators: common subexpression elimination, dead 
assignment removal, and peephole optimizations. The first of these we study in 
detail, the second is sketched only, as its implementation is rather simple. Peephole 
optimization is treated in another paper [12]. 
3.1. CSE 
The purpose of CSE is to prevent recalculation of expressions: if two expressions 
calculate the same value, one of the calculations is superfluous. This transformation 
is usually called common subexpression elimination (CSE) [l], although we think 
“redundant subexpression elimination” is a more suitable name (see also [ 151 or [6]). 
We want to be able to state that an RT may be replaced by another RT, without 
changing the semantics of the instruction sequence as a whole. 
Suppose we have 1+ a,, and 1 t a,, which are considered at a state (p, p). Intuitively 
it is clear that the RTs may be interchanged if 
g.a”.(P, pu) = g.0, .(P, /J). 
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The state (p, p) is only known at runtime, but by inspection of the RTs from left 
to right we can gather some information concerning (p, p). At a later stage in the 
development of the algorithm we shall postulate that the RT sequence is extended 
with additional information (see Section 5). 
3.2. Dead assignment removal 
At the end of a basic block we are only interested in the second component of 
the machine state (p), because at the end of any basic block all registers are assumed 
to be dead, i.e., not used anymore. 
Sometimes a register assignment takes place without a reference to the register 
in the rest of the RTs. This is what we call a dead assignment. In view of the previous 
paragraph removal of a dead assignment does not affect the postcondition of the 
instruction sequence. 
To be able to remove dead assignments we have to record for every register the 
definition points and the corresponding points of reference. Dead assignments are 
often created as a result of the CSE transformation: a reference to a newly defined 
register is replaced by a reference to a previous definition, decrementing the number 
of references to the newly defined value. When the number of references is reduced 
to zero the assignment is dead. 
Removal of dead assignments is a straightforward process, so we concentrate on 
the more difficult job of removing redundant expressions. 
4. Deriving the CSE algorithm 
In order to determine whether expressions may be interchanged, we introduce a 
program variable E, which represents a relation on A, that is E G A x A. The variable 
E should satisfy the predicate 10 for given (p, p) 
IO: (Va,, a,EA::(a,, a,)E E =3 8.ao.(p,p)= ZT.a,.(p,~)). 
In a later stage IO will become part of the invariant of our program. 
Notice that choosing E empty establishes the predicate. However, it will be 
evident that we seek a larger E than that. Choosing the identity function ida for E 
also establishes ZO, however, this leads to practical problems in representing E. 
4.1. Properties of E 
We might expect E to have some nice properties. For any given relation E we 
could consider, for instance, the smallest congruence containing E, where we define 
C to be a congruence if and only if 
(1) C is an equivalence relation on A, 
(2) (Vx,x’,y, y’::(x,x’),(y, Y’>E c * (xOy,x’Oy’)E C), 
(3) (Vx,x’::(x,x’)E c =+ (Mx, MX’)E C). 
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Lemma 4.1. The set {(a,, U~)E Ax Al %‘.a,,.(p, /*} = 8..a, .(p, p)} is a congruence. 
Proof. Let C denote the set above. Assume that a,, a,, b,,, b, E A. 
(1) We have (a,, a,} E C if and only if E..a,,.(p, p> = %%.a, .(p, CL). Since “=” is an 
equivalence relation, C is an equivalence relation as well. 
(2) Assume (a,, a,), (bO, br)E C. 
(ao@bo, alOb,)E C 
= {definition C} 
%a,Ob,).(p, P) = %.:(a, 0 &Up, P) 
= {definition 8 twice) 
(@%.(P, P)@ %..b,.(p, P)) = (%.a, .(P, P)O 8.6, .(P, P)) 
= {(a,, a,), (b,, b,)E C) 
true. 
(3) Assume (a,, a,) E C. 
(Ma,, Ma,) E C 
= {definition C} 
UMao).(P, P) = ~.(M%).(P, P) 
= {definition 2% twice} 
/.4~..ao.(P, EL)) = CL484 .(P, P)) 
= {G%, a,) E Cl 
true. 0 
Let cong.E be the smallest congruence containing E. Then the RT I+ r can be 
transformed into l+ I', if (I’, r) E cong.E. Such a transformation is desirable if Z’ is 
cheaper than I-: we assume the existence of a machine-dependent function 
cheaper: A + A + Boo1 for that purpose. For example, Rc is more desirable on most 
target machines than Mu,: memory access is more expensive than register access! 
If we use cong.E, instead of E, we might prefer predicate Zl, instead of ZO: 
11: (Vu,,u,~A::(u~,a,)~cong.E =$ 
%.Q”.(P, PCL) = %..a, .h r;t>). 
It is easy to prove, however, that IO is equivalent to Il. 
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Lemma 4.2. IO = Il. 
Proof. Because E c cong.E the implication Zl JZO is trivially true. Let C be the 
set {(a,,a,)~AxA~~.a~.(p,~)=~.a,.(p,~)}. Then EsC, and for cong.E being 
the smallest congruence containing E, Lemma 4.1 implies that cong.E E C, proving 
ZOJZl. 0 
So, if we scan the RTs in the sequence from left to right, we must modify the 
relation E after each RT, in order to keep predicate IO valid. A trivial solution is 
to make E empty, but then, of course, we loose all information about equivalence 
between expressions! Therefore we try to find a modification that retains as much 
information as possible. 
4.2. Modification of E 
Let us assume that 10 holds just before execution of the RT “Z+ r” for some 
given E and (p, p). The semantic function 9?. tells us that-after execution of the 
RT-an expression a E A containing I as a subexpression need not evaluate to the 
same value as before. Therefore some pairs (e 0, e,) E E have to be removed from E. 
We first define what is meant by “the subexpressions of a E A”. We define sub.a, 
the set of ((ZvaZ)-) subexpressions of a, by the following induction scheme: 
sub.c = 0, 
sub.( Rc) = {Rc}, 
sub.( Ma) = {Ma} u sub.a, 
sub.(aOb) = sub.au sub.b. 
We now define the motion “a does not contain I”, by introducing a function 
f&of: A + A + T + Boo/. We denote syntactic equality between strings by the symbol 
‘&=“. The formal definition of freeof is 
freeoja.l.(p, p) = 
l&ssub.a A (Vb,qEA:E-Mb A ZLb.(p,p)=%.q.(p,/*):Mq@sub.a). 
In words, freeoJ.‘a.l.(p, p) states that expression a does not contain a subexpression 
1 nor any alias Mq of Z, if 1 is of the form Mb. The latter condition requires the 
state (p, p) as an additional argument of freeof: 
We need the following properties of freeof: 
Lemma 4.3. 
(a) freeoj(Rc).(Rd).(p, p) = V.c # V.d. 
(b) fieeo$(Ma).(Mb).(p, P,)*~.~.(P, PCL) f g.b.(p, CL). 
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Proof. 
(a) f+ed(Rc).(Rd).(p, w) 
+ {definition jireeof } 
Rd FZ sub.( Rc) 
= Rd $ { Rc} 
= V.c# Kd. 
(b) freeo$(Ma).(Mb).(p, PCL) 
+ {definition jiieeof with a := Ma and I:= Mb} 
(Vq : ZCq.(p, p) = ‘Z.b.(p, p): Mq & sub.(Ma)) 
+ {Ma E sub.( Ma) and calculus) 
g.a.(p, IL) f g.b.(p, P). 0 
Theorem 1. Zf (p’, p’) = %..(f + r).(p, p) then 
(Vu E A : : freeof.‘a.f.(p, p) 3 Ea.(p’, p’) = %‘.a.(p, p)). 
Proof. With structural induction on a. Assume freeoJa.l.(p, p). 
(1) If a = c for some integer denotation c, then 
%a.(p’, p’) = Kc = ZKa.(p, j.~). 
(2) Let a = Rc, then sub.a = { Rc}. 
l If l= Mb for some b E A, it is evident that the value of a has not changed. 
l If I- Rd, we observe that 
Ea.(p’, pLI) = Ea.(p, p) 
= {definition ‘8 and a = Rc} 
p’.( v.c) = p.( v.c) 
= {definition 97. and E- Rd} 
(p: V.d : ZY.r.(p, p)).( Kc) = p.( V.c) 
C= {calculus} 
V.c z V.d 
= {Lemma 4.3(a)} 
freeofa.l.(p, p). 
(3) Let a = Mz for some z E A, then sub.a = { Mz} u sub.z. With sub.z c sub.a and 
the definition of freeoJ; this implies freeojIz.l.(p, p), so that by induction 
Ez.(p’, p’) = %Tz.(p, /k). 
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l Assume l= Rc, then y’= p and p’= (p; V.c: 8.r.(p, p)). We observe that 
Ka.(p’, p’) = &.x.(p, p) 
= {definition 8 and a = Mz} 
P’.( g.z.(p’, P’)) = I-4 8.z.(p, W)) 
+= {P”P> 
%z.(p’, /_L’) = ‘zz.(p, p) 
+ {induction hypothesis} 
true. 
l Assume I-Mb for some bEA, then PI=P and p’= 
(p; ‘Kb.(p, p): ‘Zr.(p, p)). We observe that 
zT.u.(p’, p’) = iC.x(p, /.L) 
= {definition 8) 
P’.(%.4P’, P’)) = /d~.Z.(P, FL)) 
e {induction hypothesis} 
P’.( %.Z.(P, Pu)) = d~.Z.(P, EL)) 
= {definition p’} 
~.z.(P, /*) # g.b.(p, P) 
C= {freeoju.l.(p, p) and Lemma 4.3(b)} 
true. 
(4) Let a = (~,@a,) for some QO, a, E A. From the assumption and the definition 
of sub, it follows that freeof:u,.l.(p, p) and freeoja, .Z.(p, p). The induction 
hypothesis implies ‘iY.u,.(p’, p’) = %a,.(p, p), respectively ‘Ku, .(p’, p’) = 
%a, .(p, p). The rest of the proof follows: 
E.(%O MP’, P’) 
= zh,.(p’, j_L’)O zT.u, .(p’, /.L’) 
= {induction hypothesis] 
8.%.(P, /I)@ %.a, .(P, P) 
= {definition a} 
8.(%@ d.(P, PL). q 
Lemma 4.4. Assume (p’, p’) = B.(Rc +- r).(p, p). Then we have 
freeof.‘r.(Rc).(p, p) =+ K(Rc).(p’, k’) = %.r.(p’, p’). 
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Proof. 
~..(Rc).W, p’) 
= {definition 55 with a := Rc} 
p’.( Kc) 
= {p’= (p; vc: Er.(p, /_L))} 
8.r.(p, P) 
= {Theorem 1 and fieeoJr.(Rc).(p, p)} 
Er.(p’, p’). cl 
Note. If we know that fieeoJ:r.f.(p, p), we might expect that E/.(p’, p’) = kXr.(p’, p’) 
is valid after execution of “l+ r”. However, this is not true! As a counterexample 
consider: 
{Pre:p.O=O A p.l=O}, 
MMO+ 1, 
{Post:p’.O=l A p’.l=O}. 
We can show that 
ZLl.(p’, j_~‘) = %.r.(p’, p’) 
= {I- MM0 and r= l} 
%‘.( MMO).(p’, /_L’) = 1 
= {definition Z5 twice} 
/_L’.(/.L’.O) = 1 
= {Post and calculus} 
false. 
Lemma 4.5. Assume (p’, p’) = %.(Z + r).(p, p) and I= Ma. Then 
freeofr.l.(p, p) A freeof.‘a.l.(p, p) * ZCl.(p’, p’) = E.r.(p’, p’). 
Proof. 
Kl.(p’, p’) = ZT.r.(p’, p’) 
= {definition 8 and l= Ma} 
p’.(~.a.(p’, p’)) = Z?.r.(p’, p’) 
= {Theorem 1 twice, with freeof.‘a.Z.(p, FL) and freeof:r.l.(p, p)} 
p’.( E.a.(p, CL)) = g.r.(p, P) 
= {CL’= CPU; g-a.(p, CL) : g.r.(p, pu))l 
true. 0 
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4.3. 7’he algorithm 
We are now in a position to give the complete algorithm for common subexpression 
elimination. In the rest of the section we give a proof of its correctness. 
To initialize invariant IO (Section 4) we set E to 0. The input sequence of RTs 
is represented by the specification constant x0. The initial state of the machine is 
given by the specification constants pa and pLg. 
The local variables 1 and r denote the lefthand side and the righthand side of the 
current RT. Local variable u is used for an expression congruent to r. 
We use the variables xl and x for the part already scanned and the rest of the 
input sequence, respectively. The variables p and p are the current machine state. 
The variable y contains the transformed sequence. 
The invariant of the CSE algorithm uses the variables and constants mentioned 
above, along with the semantic function 2. It includes invariant IO along with 
invariant 12, shown below: 
12: x0 = xl itx A (p, /A) = 2?.xl.(pO, p0) = .2..y.(pO, /LO). 
The algorithm is presented in Fig. 1. It is clear that I2 is properly initialized. To 
prove the invariance of IO and 12, the following can be observed: 
(1) It is evident that x0 = xl tt x is invariant. 
(2) With respect to the second conjunct of 12, we observe 
9.(x! tk (I + r)).(pO, ~0) 
= {definition Z} 
%.(l+ r).(Y.xZ.(pO, ~0)) 
= (12) 
%.(I+ r).(p, P) 
= {definition 9 and 8} 
%.(I+ UNP, PCL) 
= (12) 
9%( I + u)..zzy.(pO, /LO) 
= {definition Z} 
=wY ++ (I‘+ U)).(PO, PO). 
(3) By Theorem 1 the final value of E’ satisfies IO with respect to the new state. 
The Lemmata 4.4 and 4.5 imply that the final value of E satisfies IO with 
respect to the new state. 
Upon termination we have 
x=FAIOA12, 
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x := x0; xl := e; y := E; E := @; (p, /_L) := (PO, /LO); 
while x # F {IO A 12) 
do (I + r) := hd.x 
. > “choose u E A with ZY.u.(p, p) = g.r.(p, p) 
{using E, if possible}” 
; E’:= E 
; forall (a, b) E E 
do if freeoJa.l.(p, p) A freeoJ;b.l.(p, p) 
then skip 
else El:= E’\{(a, b)} 
fi 
od 
; iffreeojIu.l.(p, p) A (l= Mu + freeojIa.l.(p, p)) 
then E := E’u ((1, u)} 
else E := E’ 
fi 
; y:=ytt(Itu) 
; xl := xl it (I + r) 
; x := t1.x 
; (P, P):= Wr+ r).(p, PL) 
od 
Fig. 1. The CSE algorithm. 
thus 
~.xO.(pO, /LO) = L?.y.(pO, /LO) 
and this concludes the correctness proof of the CSE algorithm. 
5. A more realistic machine model 
In the previous sections we have made a few unrealistic assumptions about the 
underlying machine model. For instance, to be able to use 8, we have to know the 
initial values of all registers and memory locations. However, some values are not 
known, e.f., parameter values are supplied on the stack, their actual values are 
unknown until runtime too: we must eliminate these functions from the CSE 
algorithm! 
We assume that, during the generation of the RTs, more information is supplied: 
from this point on, an RT sequence is considered to be a list of pairs. The first 
component of a pair is an RT, the second component is a set S of memory expressions, 
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so-called ~‘unknown-declarations”. The compiler has the obligation to list all memory 
locations that may have been changed by the last instruction, hence, their value is 
from this point on unknown. S is a subset of Pow.A, the powerset of A. 
We introduce two new functions 
9Y:(Rxfuw.A)+I-+T, 2”:(RxPow.A)*+T+T 
as follows: 
%‘.((f+- r), SUP, F)=B.(l+ rGJ, PL), 
~‘.O.(P, EL) = (P, P), 
5?‘.(Lr).(p, p) = %?‘.r.(2?.L.(p, p,)). 
We postulate that the RT sequence satisfies: 
JO: x = (xl{/+- r, S)xr) 3 
(VP*, YO, p, !J. : h P) = ~‘.xG%, PO): 
(l=Mb =$ (tlq~A:%.b.(p,/.~)=%q.(p,/_~):Mq~S)) 
). 
In other words, if s E S and s Z t, then s can be an alias of 1. We assume that S is 
given by the front-end of the code generator. We expect that S will be as small as 
possible, e.g., if l= Rc the empty set will suffice for S. 
Note. E is used to limit the set of admissible (equivalent) expressions “from below”, 
whereas S is used to limit “‘from above”. 
To eliminate (p, p) from the algorithm we define a new function 
without : A + A + Pow.A + Bool, 
which links the Ihs of an RT to the set S: 
without.a.i.S=i@sub.a A (VSES:: s6~sub.a). 
Lemma 5.1. Assume x = (xl (It r, S) xr}. Then we have 
without.a.1.S + 
WpO, pot P, CL : (P, P) = ~‘.xGo, 1-4 :freeda.Qp, CL)). 
Proof. Let I- Rc, then 
without.a.1.S 
= {definition without and calculus} 
1 s? sub.a 
= (I- Rc and calculus} 
Zr6 sub.a A 
(Vb,q~A:l=Mb~%‘.b.(p,~)=%.q.(p,~):MqEsub.a) 
=freeoJa.l.(p, p}. 
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Let 12 Mb for some b E A, then 
with0ut.al.S 
= {definition without} 
1~ su6.a A (Vs E S : : s sz su6.a) 
=+ {using JO} 
lgsu6.a A (Vq~A:~.b.(p,p)=~.q.(p,p):Mq~sub.a) 
= {definition j’reeof} 
fieeof:a.L(p, p). 0 
We still have to show how we use E to find a suitable u (see the algorithm in 
Section 4.3). A trivial candidate for u is r. Other candidates are elements of the set 
x:=xO;xl:=~;y:=&;E:=0; 
whilexfe {IO A 13) 
do ((I + r), S) := hdx 
; chooseuwith(u=r v (u,r)~E) A (Vu:(v,r)~E:cheaper(u,u))} 
; E’:= E 
; forall (a, 6) E E 
do if without.a.1.S A without.b.1.S 
then skip 
else E’:= E’\{(a, 6)) 
fi 
od 
; if without.u.1.S A ((f-Ma) + without.a.1.S) 
then E := E’u ((5 u)} 
else E := E’ 
fi 
; y:= ytt(ltu) 
; xl:= xltt((l+ r), S) 
; x := t1.x 
;“= x E A IO A 13, thus Y.xO.(pO, ~0) =Z.y.(pO, $I)} 
Fig. 2. Revised CSE algorithm. 
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V = {v /(v, Y) E cong.E}, but we do not want to calculate this set V, as it may contain 
an infinite number of elements! Therefore, we choose 
nE{+-J{UI(~, T)E El, 
such that cheuper( u, ZJ) for all u with (u, r) E. E. 
Now we are in a position to formulate the revised algorithm. The invariant 12 is 
replaced by 13, as shown below, the algorithm is presented in Fig. 2. 
13: x0 = xl ttx A Y.xl(pO, PO) = Z.&O, /.&O). 
Observe that, as a corollary of Lemma 5.1, the set E in the revised CSE algorithm 
is a subset of the set E in the algorithm of Fig. 1. Hence, the correctness of the 
algorithm follows immediately from the proof of the previous algorithm in Section 
4.3. 
6. Conclusions 
In this paper we presented an underlying machine model to give a formal semantics 
to sequences of register transfers. Using this model we proved the correctness of 
the redundant subexpression elimination transformation, in the sense that the 
transformed sequence of register transfers has the same semantics as the original one. 
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